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Abstract
Case studies were conducted using a stochastic model to predict the life cycle cost impact associated with the application of prognostic
health management (PHM) to helicopter avionics. The life cycle costs of systems that assumed unscheduled maintenance and ﬁxed-interval scheduled maintenance were compared to the costs of precursor-to-failure and life consumption monitoring PHM approaches, and
the optimal safety margins and prognostic distances were determined.
Ó 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The aeronautical industry faces major ﬁnancial challenges and changes that currently motivate cost avoidance
measures. Maintenance errors are responsible for 12–15%
of accidents in this sector [1]; while failure to diagnose
and correct a problem can be disastrous, overly conservative maintenance scheduling reduces operational availability and prematurely disposes of functioning units thus
increasing life cycle costs.
To provide added value for the maintenance process,
prognostic health management (PHM) approaches must
estimate the remaining life of a line replaceable unit
(LRU) in a timeframe suitable for corrective action within
a distributed maintenance decision-making environment.
The estimated annual global market for diagnostic tools
within commercial aviation maintenance is in excess of $1
billion [2], indicating the potential receptiveness to this
promising technology.
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Previous work has examined the incorporation of prognostics for electronics in military air and ground vehicles,
particularly power supplies [3,4]. These eﬀorts have produced return-on-investment (ROI) estimates of the costs
of PHM implementation and the potential for cost avoidance [5,6]. However, these models quantify neither the
reduction in life cycle costs nor the increase in operational
reliability or availability gained from PHM and lack the
necessary generality to evaluate PHM incorporation for
application-speciﬁc helicopter avionics. Closer examination
of ROI and the implementation of PHM within maintenance scheduling and planning will better support decision
making and improve cost avoidance analysis.
The application of health and usage monitoring systems
(HUMS) in helicopters was initially to address safety problems in North Sea helicopters [7]. The use of HUMS has
been expanded to facilitate improvements in helicopters
maintenance management and to identify where changes
in maintenance practices would be beneﬁcial [8]. Eurocopter, a leader in the world helicopter industry, was among
the ﬁrst manufacturers to implement HUMS for rotorcraft
and has collected data from over 100,000 ﬂight hours [9].
HUMS utilizes a variety of onboard sensors and data
acquisition systems and can process data onboard, on
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Fig. 1. Processing unit (PU).

Fig. 2. Multi-function display unit (MFU).

ground stations, or a combination of the two; HUMS
enables the comparison of accumulated data against
accepted performance criteria and the issuance of maintenance indicators [10].
This study is part of an eﬀort by Eurocopter to reduce
maintenance-related costs and improve aircraft operability1 through the use of an integrated PHM approach.
Eurocopter’s cost avoidance estimate associated with
incorporating PHM into its maintenance procedure was
conducted using the PHM maintenance planning model
developed by the Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering (CALCE) at the University of Maryland [12]. Business cases were constructed using Eurocopter’s data from
manufacturers of two standard microelectronic subsystems
in commercial helicopters, a processing unit (PU) and a
multi-function display (MFD) (Figs. 1 and 2).
2. Model description
CALCE’s PHM maintenance planning software, [12],
enables an assessment of the costs and beneﬁts of implementing PHM and was used to model the costs associated
with health monitoring (HM) and life consumption monitoring (LCM) approaches. HM (precursor-to-failure), is
modeled as a LRU-dependent approach because the monitoring structure2 is assumed to be coupled to the speciﬁc
1

Operability is an aggregate measure representing a balance between
availability and operational reliability [11].
2
‘‘Monitoring structure’’ refers to the system attribute that is monitored
or the PHM-speciﬁc components/sensors added to the system that serve as
monitors and/or fuses.

LRU’s variations in manufacturing or materials, and thus
the reliability of a particular LRU instance. LCM is a
LRU-independent approach, which is assumed to be
uncoupled from a speciﬁc LRU’s variations in manufacturing or materials and the monitoring structure predicts failure based on the expected reliability of a nominal LRU.
These approaches represent alternatives to the unscheduled
and ﬁxed scheduled maintenance interval methods currently in practice.
The inputs to the model are the probability distributions
associated with time to failure of the LRUs, the probability
distributions associated with the PHM approaches’ ability
to indicated impeding failure, and parameters describing
the scheduled or unscheduled maintenance activities (e.g.,
Table 1).
In the model, discrete-event simulation is used to follow
the life of individual socket3 instances from the start of
their ﬁeld life to the end of their operation and support.
The model used in this paper treats all inputs to the discrete-event simulation as probability distributions, i.e., a
stochastic analysis is used, which is implemented as a
Monte Carlo simulation. Various maintenance interval
and PHM approaches are distinguished by how sampled
TTF values are used to model PHM forecasting distributions. For example, in the case of precursor-to-failure (an
LRU-dependent PHM approach), for each LRU time to
failure (TTF) distribution sample, a precursor-to-failure
monitoring TTF distribution is created that is centered
on the LRU TTF minus the prognostic distance.4 The precursor-to-failure monitoring TTF distribution is then sampled and if the precursor-to-failure monitoring TTF sample
is less than the actual TTF of the LRU instance then precursor-to-failure monitoring was successful and a ‘‘scheduled’’ maintenance activity is performed resulting in the
timeline for the socket being incremented by the precursor-to-failure monitoring sampled TTF. If the precursorto-failure monitoring distribution TTF sample is greater
than the actual TTF of the LRU instance then precursorto-failure monitoring was unsuccessful and an ‘‘unscheduled’’ maintenance activity is performed resulting in the
timeline for the socket being incremented by the actual
TTF of the LRU instance. For each type of maintenance
activity, the relevant costs are accumulated. See [11] for a
detailed description of the models for other PHM
approaches.

3

A ‘‘socket’’ is the location of a LRU. For example, a socket could be a
location on an engine that is occupied by an engine controller (the LRU).
During the life of the engine, if the engine controller fails and is replaced,
the socket will be occupied by several LRUs. The model used in this study
follows the lifetime cost of ‘‘sockets’’, not LRUs.
4
The prognostic distance is a measure of how long before system failure
the prognostic structures or prognostic cell is expected to indicate failure
(in operational hours for example), i.e., the interval between an indication
from the monitoring structure and the actual failure of the LRU itself. In
the case of LRU-independent PHM approaches, the interval is called the
safety margin.
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Table 1
Example operational description and maintenance model input data
Processing unit (PU)
Production cost (€ per unit)
Time to failure (h) – MTBF
Operational hours per year
Sustainment life

Multi-function display (MFD)

*

y*
3000
300
15

x
2500
300
15
Unscheduled

Scheduled

Unscheduled

Scheduled

Value of each hour out of service
Time to repair (h)
Time to replace (h)
Cost of repair (€)
Fraction of repair requiring replacement

3995
11
3
1100
0.7

3000
8.5
2.5
826
0.7

7555
14
3
1932
0.8

4200
12.5
2.5
1074
0.8

Random failure rate (%/year)
1/MTBF*100*300
1/2MTBF*100*300
1/4MTBF*100*300

12
6
3

*

10
5
2.5

The production costs have been removed for conﬁdentiality reasons.

The model provides the ability to determine and optimize the prognostic distance or safety margin associated
with the PHM approach (i.e., to ﬁnd the prognostic distance or safety margin that minimizes the life cycle cost
of the socket). The prognostic distance or safety margin
is a variable of interest for maintenance planners and cost
modelers.
Two TTF distribution shapes were considered in the
analysis: an exponential and a Weibull distribution (Figs.
3 and 4). Initial observations of the two LRUs shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 indicate that their failure rate is approximately constant, which is associated with an exponential
TTF distribution. However, failure mechanisms associated
with new technologies, as highlighted in recent papers
[13,14], suggest that Weibull distributions, which have been
used extensively in failure predictions for many aeronautical applications [15], may prove to be more representative

for future LRUs. The Weibull distributions depicted in
Figs. 3 and 4 were obtained under the assumption that
the Weibull distribution approximates a normal distribution centered on the MTBF value with a standard deviation of 100 h.
The discrete-event simulation was used to predict the
cost for 100,000 sockets for which the LRUs that occupy
the sockets have the TTF distributions shown in Figs. 3
and 4. The input data for each piece of equipment are summarized in Table 1. The MTBFs were 2500 and 3000 operational hours and both were subjected to 300 operational
hours per year with a minimum ﬁeld life of 15 years. The
unscheduled and scheduled value of each hour out of service, the time to repair, time to replace, the cost of repair,
and fraction of repairs requiring replacement of the LRU
were inputs to the model. The mean life cycle costs were
calculated and the unscheduled, scheduled, and PHM

Fig. 3. Processing unit time to failure distributions shape and parameters. (a) Exponential; (b) Weibull.
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Fig. 4. Multi-functional display unit time to failure distributions shape and parameters. (a) Exponential; (b) Weibull.

maintenance approaches were examined. The outputs provided by the simulation are life cycle cost, failures avoided,
and operational availability.
3. Results
3.1. Fixed-interval scheduled maintenance and unscheduled
maintenance
The unscheduled and ﬁxed-interval scheduled maintenance variation for the Weibull and exponential distributions are depicted in Fig. 5 for the processing unit. As
the ﬁxed scheduled maintenance interval increases, the life
cycle costs approach the cost of unscheduled maintenance.
Indeed, for a large ﬁxed scheduled maintenance interval,
virtually every instance of a LRU in a socket will fail before
the scheduled maintenance occurs. However, for short

Effective life cycle cost (euros per socket)

200000
180000
160000
140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
500

1500

2500

3500

4500

5500

6500

7500

8500

9500

Fixed scheduled maintenance interval (operational hours)
Weibull

Exponential

unscheduled

maintenance intervals, the cost can become signiﬁcant
because, while expensive unscheduled maintenance actions
are avoided, the life cycle cost per unit is high because a
large amount of remaining life in the LRUs is thrown
away. An optimum maintenance interval to minimize the
life cycle cost may exist between these two extreme situations. The curve for the Weibull distribution has a ‘‘step’’
in it due to ﬂuctuations in the number of LRUs needed
by the socket. For example, when the ﬁxed maintenance
interval is 2000 operational hours, nearly every socket
needs two LRUs to satisfy its operational life. When the
ﬁxed interval is increased to 2500 operational hours, some
sockets will only need one LRU to satisfy their lives, thus
decreasing the eﬀective life cycle cost of the socket. The
same ‘‘step’’ eﬀect exists for the exponential TTF distribution, but is much less pronounced because the number of
LRUs needed per socket is larger.
For the Weibull TTF distribution, the scheduled maintenance can be made more cost-eﬀective by selection of the
maintenance interval, compared to the unscheduled maintenance. In the case of an exponential distribution, we
found that the unscheduled maintenance is more cost-eﬀective than any ﬁxed-interval scheduled maintenance. The
TTF distribution shape is a relevant parameter that inﬂuences the choice of maintenance approach.
The unscheduled and scheduled maintenance
approaches are well known and understood. The focus will
now be on the PHM maintenance approaches in order to
assess their usefulness compared to the traditional maintenance methods.
3.2. PHM maintenance

unscheduled

Fig. 5. Comparison of the life cycle costs for the Weibull and exponential
distributions for the processing unit.

The analysis method discussed in Section 2 (and [12])
diﬀerentiates between two PHM sustainment methods,

80000
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Fig. 6. Weibull distribution for the processing unit. Variation of the
eﬀective life cycle cost with the prognostic distance for various triangular
distributions representing the HM approach’s probability of indicating a
failure. The triangular distribution was selected to be illustrative of an
arbitrary case. The quantities that diﬀerentiate the curves are the width of
the HM triangular distribution in operational hours. No failure outside
the scope of the PHM assumed.

Fig. 7. Exponential distribution for the processing unit. Variation of the
eﬀective life cycle cost with the prognostic distance for various triangular
distributions representing the HM approach’s probability of indicating a
failure. The triangular distribution was selected to be illustrative of an
arbitrary case. The quantities that diﬀerentiate the curves are the width of
the HM triangular distribution in operational hours.No failure outside the
scope of the PHM assumed.

PHM LRU-dependent and PHM LRU-independent
maintenance.

distribution corresponds to the lowest life cycle cost. This
result is also intuitive, it assumes that the HM approach
can perfectly indicate failure and therefore no prognostic
distance is needed. While this result is not realistic, this case
provides important insight into the impact of HM distribution width on life cycle cost optimization.
The minimum life cycle cost increases with the HM distribution width due to the fact that the PHM approach’s
ability to detect failure early enough to perform scheduled
maintenance is decreasing. For 200- and 500-h HM distribution widths, the optimum prognostic distance is approximately 100 operational hours. For larger prognostic
distances, the costs increase because the prognostic structure indicates the failure too early and valuable life is
thrown away. The same observations can be made for
the TTF exponential distribution (Fig. 7). The PHM
LRU-dependent approach will then be cost-eﬀective if
deﬁned by adequate features (prognostic distance and
PHM width). If we assume here that a 200-h distribution
width PHM structure is realistic, then the life cycle cost is
minimized for a prognostic distance of 100 h at 49,486€
for the Weibull distribution and 75,237€ for the exponential distribution. One particular case that needs to be
explained is the 1000-h width HM distribution shown in
Fig. 6. When the HM distribution becomes wide enough,
the solution starts to prefer unscheduled maintenance,
i.e., unless the PHM approach can catch an error right
before failure, the solution would rather do unscheduled
maintenance. As a result, the solution sets the prognostic
distance to a negative number (allowing it to occasionally
catch a failure, but more importantly, also allowing one
less LRU to occupy the socket in the socket’s life). Note,
this answer is not wrong, but it is also probably not practical once the cost of implementing the HM solution is
incorporated into the analysis.

3.2.1. PHM LRU-dependent maintenance
(health monitoring)
The PHM LRU-dependent model (HM – health monitoring) is deﬁned as a fuse or other monitored structure
that is manufactured with or within the LRU. The shape
and the width of the HM distribution represent the probability of the monitored structure indicating the precursor to
a failure at a speciﬁc time relative to the actual failure time.
The parameter to be optimized in the LRU-dependent
(HM) case is the prognostic distance, which is a measure
of how long before system failure the monitored structure
is expected to indicate failure. In the case of LRU-dependent PHM, the assumption is that the monitored structure
will be designed to fail (or indicate failure) a prognostic distance before the actual LRU failure and that the LRUs will
be replaced upon failure indication from the monitored
structure.5 The eﬀective life cycle cost for the Weibull distribution is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the prognostic
distance and the width of the distribution associated with
the probability of the monitored (HM) structure indicating
failure. First, the increase in the HM distribution width
leads to a smoothing of the curve and the minimum costs
are higher than those with narrower distributions (which
is intuitive). Note, the results indicate that the zero width

5

Note, in this model, the optimum prognostic distance (or safety margin
for LRU-independent PHM) speciﬁes the replacement time – replacement
of the LRU earlier or later will cost more on average. The prognostic
distance is not a buﬀer for planning maintenance; it is a buﬀer for
mitigating the uncertainties in the accuracy of the PHM approach.
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Effective life cycle cost (euros per
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Fig. 8. Weibull distribution for the processing unit. Variation of the
eﬀective life cycle cost with the safety margin for various triangular
distributions representing the LCM approach’s probability of indicating a
failure. The quantities that diﬀerentiate the curves are the width of the
LCM triangular distribution in operational hours.No failure outside the
scope of the PHM assumed.

3.2.2. PHM LRU-independent maintenance
(life consumption monitoring)
The other PHM approach treated here is the PHM
LRU-independent method. The PHM approach is independent of the speciﬁc instance of the LRU, and its failure
predictions are based on a nominal (expected) version of
the LRU. An example is the life consumption monitoring
(LCM), which uses the environmental stress history seen
by a particular LRU instance and a model of the nominal
LRU to predict remaining life, [16]. The parameter to be
optimized here is the safety margin, which is the length
of time before the LRU-independent method indicated
failure. In the case of the LRU-independent PHM, the
assumption is that the LRUs will be replaced at a time
equal to the predicted LRU failure less the safety margin.
Using this approach with an exponential TTF distribution,

predicts large life cycle costs, and the PHM LRU-independent approach is not cost-beneﬁcial compared to the current sustainment approaches (scheduled and unscheduled
maintenances). However, this is not the behavior we
observed with a Weibull distribution (Fig. 8). The plot’s
trends are approximately equivalent to those of the PHM
LRU-dependent method: the minimum life cycle cost
increases as the width of the PHM distribution increases
for safety margins less than 250 operational hours. For larger safety margins, the cost increases due to PHM-indicated maintenance taking place too early, representing a
tradeoﬀ between frequency of maintenance and unscheduled maintenance. The PHM LRU-independent approach
was cost-eﬀective for a 200-h width distribution, and a
100-h safety margin, the resulting life cycle cost was
50,197€.
3.3. Discussion
In the results presented in Figs. 5–8, the random failure
rates (failures due to non-PHM detected events that are
outside the scope of the PHM approach used) were considered negligible in order to simplify calculations. The calculations with non-zero random failure rates were performed
and the results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 for the
processing and multi-functional display units.
In the tables, results are given for the optimum conditions in each maintenance approach. Thus, 2400 and
2900 operation hours are selected as the ﬁxed scheduled
maintenance interval respectively for the processing units
and the multi-function display. For both units, a 200-h triangular PHM distribution width was selected for the PHM
approaches with prognostic distance or safety margin of
100 operational hours.
The two pieces of equipment considered in this study
have diﬀerent functions, production costs, and TTFs. As

Table 2
Life cycle costs for the processing unit (euros per socket) (RF: random failure rate)
RF (%/yr)

0
3
6
12

Exponential distribution

Weibull distribution

Unscheduled

Fixed
interval

PHM
dependent

PHM
independent

Unscheduled

Fixed
interval

PHM
dependent

PHM
independent

88,035
107,066
132,919
194,150

107,436
123,214
141,694
194,327

75,237
94,920
120,881
184,368

3,859,793
3,873,935
3,886,680
3,914,458

60,105
74,855
92,426
142,735

55,237
71,184
89,963
141,735

49,486
66,326
85,875
141,341

50,197
67,157
87,048
141,247

Table 3
Life cycles costs for the multi-function display (euros per socket) (RF: random failure rate)
RF (%/yr)

0
2.5
5
10

Exponential distribution

Weibull distribution

Unscheduled

Fixed
interval

PHM
dependent

PHM
independent

Unscheduled

Fixed
interval

PHM
dependent

PHM
independent

130,887
159,163
195,161
286,326

157,535
180,187
207,677
285,755

104,678
133,519
170,155
262,197

6,194,563
6,216,858
6,237,560
6,274,039

98,217
115,963
137,575
207,817

84,453
105,534
130,813
206,674

77,659
99,177
125,195
206,198

79,458
100,841
126,458
206,457
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a consequence, the life cycle costs for each maintenance
approach are diﬀerent, yet the same conclusions can be
made for the components with regards to the TTF distribution. Increasing the random failure rates increased the
costs, as expected, and smoothed the curves. Moreover,
one can observe that the PHM approaches provide little
beneﬁt when the random failure rate (i.e., failures outside
the scope of the PHM approach) exceeds 10%. It can be
inferred that PHM approaches would not be suited for
applications with high aleatory uncertainty. In both distribution cases, the PHM-dependent (health monitoring)
maintenance approach is found to be cost eﬀective compared to the traditional approaches. The PHM-independent approach (e.g., life consumption monitoring) is costeﬀective when the TTF is represented as a Weibull (or normal) distribution.
The costs related to unscheduled maintenance are not
very diﬀerent from the costs related to ﬁxed scheduled
maintenance in Table 1. An unscheduled maintenance usually carries a high penalty, either in unavailability of spares
or qualiﬁed technicians, or in cost of excess personnel and
spares. The relative beneﬁt rate of every maintenance
approach compared to the ﬁxed-interval scheduled maintenance versus the percentage of Random Failure rate is
plotted in Fig. 9, for the case of the processing unit with
Weibull TTF distribution. The unscheduled maintenance
is not beneﬁcial when the random failure rate is less than
12%, whereas the PHM approaches enables a maximum
beneﬁt of 10% compared to the life cycle costs calculated
for the ﬁxed-interval scheduled maintenance. Higher
unscheduled maintenance costs (twice as large as those
given in Table 1, i.e., 2:1) result in a higher beneﬁt (22%)

Relative benefit rate* (%)

25.00

15.00

5.00
0.00

-5.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

10.00

12.00

-15.00

-25.00

-35.00
RF (%/yr)
unscheduled
fixed interval scheduled
PHM dependent
PHM independent
unscheduled - unscheduled cost ratio 2:1
fixed interval scheduled - unscheduled cost ratio 2:1
PHM dependent - unscheduled cost ratio 2:1
PHM independent - unscheduled cost ratio 2:1

Fig. 9. Processing unit – Weibull TTF distribution. Relative beneﬁt rate
(RBr) of the PHM approaches compared to the ﬁxed-interval scheduled
maintenance (RBr = (FS x)/FS, where FS is the ﬁxed-interval scheduled
maintenance life cycle cost and x is the selected maintenance life cycle
cost).
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from the PHM approaches compared to the unscheduled
and ﬁxed scheduled maintenance approaches.
The same conclusions can be made with the exponential
distribution and for the multi-functional display unit.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a life cycle cost calculation of PHM
for helicopter avionics equipment. The positive impact of
prognostic technologies on maintenance costs is primarily
the decrease of downtimes and extra costs due to unscheduled maintenance. The model demonstrates the decrease of
unscheduled maintenance operations and deduces the associated beneﬁts. The model also enables decision-making
concerning PHM tools on a ﬁnancial basis and enables
quantiﬁcation of the ROI of PHM approaches. The study
determined prognostic distances and safety margins associated with a PHM distribution width that would optimize
the life cycle cost and can be used to determine whether to
implement PHM or traditional maintenance approaches.
Results indicate that the precursor-to-failure PHM
methods (health monitoring) are superior to LRU-independent methods provided that the precursor method’s prognostic distances are smaller than the safety margins for
the LRU-independent approach and that equivalent constraints apply.6 For the LRU-dependent method, results
are not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the width of the TTF distribution; conversely, the LRU-independent method’s life
cycle costs vary with the width of the distribution. The
prognostic distance narrows with the TTF distribution as
variability declines. Thorough knowledge of the TTF distribution shape for a speciﬁc microelectronic unit is necessary for the optimal interpretation of PHM life cycle costs.
It is interesting to note that LRU-independent methods
become cost eﬀective for systems where time to failures are
represented by a Weibull distribution as opposed to those
whose time to failure is represented by an exponential distribution. It was also observed that the PHM approaches
provide little beneﬁt when the random failure rate exceeds
10% (random failures are those that are outside the scope
of the PHM approach).
The results obtained depend on the assumptions made
in this study and are speciﬁc to this study. The current
model does not consider hybrid prognostics based on
LCM and LRU-independent methods. The consequences
of random equipment failures cannot be mitigated by
PHM approaches. The non-recurring costs of acquiring
the prognostic technologies have not been evaluated. Conditions particularly relevant to aircraft, such as the presence of redundant systems and the failure of repair
actions to restore avionics to their original conditions,
present additional areas for development. The model used
has yet to adapt the PHM approach to the operational
6
The result is contingent upon the applicability of the LRU-dependent
(precursor-to-failure) type of PHM approach for helicopter avionics.
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tempo of maintenance servicing for commercial air traﬃc
as determined by airline or oﬀshore operator policies and
mandated by regulatory bodies [17]. While this study concerns PHM approaches as applied to microelectronic
equipment, it has implications within the global health
management framework at the aircraft level.
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